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Line Management 
 
Casting is not just about the rod. It is the fly line that makes fly fishing unique. The weight of the fly 
line is used to load the rod and enable the angler to cast the fly. So how you manage that line, and 
indeed, the quality and condition of that line is critical to casting and catching fish. 
 
How you choose a fly line is a vexed question. You only need to listen in at a club gathering or look 
at a few online forums to see that choosing a fly line generates considerable discussion. There are no 
definitive answers. Over the years I have come to the conclusion that the ability of the caster is more 
important than the choice of line. Of course there are lines which make the caster’s job easier but if 
you can cast well, you can cast most lines. Time spent learning to cast outweighs time spent trying 
to find the perfect line. 
 
Having said that some lines work better on some rods than others and it’s worth making sure the line 
you are using is working for you and not against you. You can do that by trying a number of 
different lines on your rod. It is not easy to make an objective assessment of which line works best 
but you can tell what you think works best and feels right to you. Just because a club member tells 
you line x is perfect for rod y doesn’t mean that the same combination will be perfect for you. We 
all have different casting styles and fish in different ways and this can make a difference to how a 
line and rod combination works.  Experiment, make up your own mind but don’t think that there is a 
perfect line out there that will make you a perfect caster. 
 
When it come to choice of manufacturer, taper, or colour there is a staggering list from which to 
choose. We all have our favourites and I am not going to enter that debate. The condition of the line 
is far more critical, in my mind, than the brand, profile or colour of the line you have chosen. All 
lines need to be looked after. The two imperatives are clean and stretch. Any line, whether is cost 
$10 or $100, needs to be cleaned and stretched regularly. Cleaning can be as simple or as 
complicated as you want to make it. For me a bucket of clean soapy water is all you need. If you 
want to spend the money you can buy special fly line cleaners, line polishing gels or the myriad of 
cleaning agents that are recommended by those who look after their lines. My advice is to try them 
all and decide for yourself what works best. As long as the line is clean I am happy. 
 
As for stretching the fly line this is something that many anglers forget to do – especially at the start 
of the season when a line has been stored on a reel for a long time. Modern wide arbor reels have 
helped reduce this problem but fly lines still like to remember the coils they have been stored in. The 
solution is simple. Catch plenty of big fish that pull hard. If, like me, that doesn’t happen often 
enough, you can stretch your line by hand or with the help of a friend. Cleaned and stretched your 
line will run through the guides smoothly and make casting easier. 
 



Good line management also relates to the fly reel. Let me tell you about something that happened to 
me on opening day. I thought I had everything covered by cleaning and stretching my line, putting 
on a new leader and making sure the rod and line combination would be perfect for what I wanted to 
do. I strolled down to the lake shore, stripped off some line ready to cast and …. the line went flying 
all over the place and ended up in a backlash on the reel.  Fortunately, backlashes are easier to deal 
with when you are using flyline but it still took me a few seconds of untangling before I could start 
fishing. If there had been a fish nearby I would have lost my chance. Simple things like adjusting the 
drag on your reel before you start can make a difference. 
 
Another line management issue relates to which hand should be on the reel and which hand on the 
rod. This is another issue which will light up a club discussion or a fly fishing forum. Conventional 
wisdom is that right handed caster should wind the reel with their left hand. This is important for 
spin rods but in my opinion not so important for the fly rod. As we don’t always wind the reel in 
landing a fish there is some benefit in using your dominant hand on the rod. However, if you have to 
use the reel your dominant hand is going to wind quicker and with less effort. So I cast with my 
dominant hand, play the fish with my dominant hand and if I have to wind do so with my dominant 
hand after switching hands on the rod. It may seem cumbersome but that’s way I have done it 
forever and it feels right for me. If you are just starting out and haven’t formed any bad habits yet 
you should try casting with your dominant hand and wind with the other. In the end, I don’t think it 
matters that much as long as you are comfortable and able to control your line and the fish. 
 
The area where most people come to grief with line management is when line that has been stripped 
in is not wound on the reel. We all do it – in fact is not really possible to strip line and wind it on the 
reel at the same time. So all that line we retrieve is left to fall on the ground or water. Many times I 
have seen people dancing around the shore, the river or a boat deck trying to untangle line from 
around their feet. It’s a little easier in a river where the current will take the line away from you but 
standing on a rocky lake shore can be a nightmare. I am convinced that rocks can move and sit on 
my line when I am not looking! The answer is in learning to keep your line in hand or using a line 
management device – more on that later. Just like practicing to cast you should practice holding 
your loose line in coils in your hand. This will keep the line away from your feet, away from the 
rocks and mud and have it ready to shoot out to that fish when it rises.  Joan Wulff demonstrates this 
brilliantly in her Dynamics of Casting DVD and everyone should master this technique. Saltwater 
anglers have long used this method to make quick casts holding the line up off the deck of the boat 
or out of the surf.  
 
I have never been a big fan of line management devices because I don’t fish from a boat (you 
wouldn’t call my little tinnie a boat) and I couldn’t put up with having a shopping basket strapped to 
my waist all day. All that changed when I discovered the Coil Keeper. This compact line 
management device makes it easy to keep coils of line off the ground ready to cast. If you haven’t 
seen one in action take a look here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RAanTC52IU I will be using my 
coil keep a lot this season and hopefully foiling those nasty rocks that like to jump on my loose line. 
 
Good line management is often the difference between success and failure. When you are starting 
out in flyfishing you think everything is about the casting. When that first fish comes along it is 
often lost due to poor line management. You need to practice line management and be aware of how 
important it is for success. Even when you have had years of experience you can still make 
mistakes. You need to think about what you do with your line and practice getting it right. Someone 
once said that flyfishing is not difficult, just complex. Line management is just one of the many 
complexities of fly fishing you have to master. 


